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Materials
o Yarn: Scheepjes Bloom
(5 skeins for child, 8 for adult - this includes fringe)
Approximately 87 yards per skein, 50g, 80 meters
o Hook: Boye I/9-5.50mm
Boye G/6-4.25mm
o Measuring tape

The Perfect Cowl!
This unique cowl, made with
Scheepjes Bloom or any other
worsted yarn, is full of texture
and warmth! This stitch
combination offers multiple
color variations but is simply
beautiful in a single color as
well.

Sizing




This pattern was designed for
the Design Wars Challenge.

These measurements are
approximated, and actual
subjects may vary.
Gauge: I hook 14 dc = 4"
6 rows = 4"
This pattern comes in the
following sizes:
(Length does not include fringe)
Size
Child
Adult

Height
9"
12"

Circumference
20"
28"

Pattern Key









Ch(s): Chain(s)
Sc: Single crochet
L.dc: Long double crochet
Fpdc: Front post double crochet
Slst: Slip stitch
St(s): Stitch(es)
*: Repeat instructions between
symbol until indicated
( ): Repeat instructions between
symbols until indicated

Colors Used: 401, 427, 423, 416

You are free to sell your work from this pattern but may not share, copy or
reproduce this pattern, in part or in whole. Photographs are copyright
protected and may not be used. When selling your work, include a link back to
this pattern as well as the following, “Pattern by Crystalized Designs”
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PURCHASE!!!
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Special Pattern Notes: Beginning chain does not count as a stitch.
Always work the first stitch into joining stitch. Join with a
slip stitch to first stitch of each round.
Specialty Stitching: See Photo Tutorials at end of pattern
Long Double Crochet (L.dc): YO, insert hook into st/ch
indicated, pull up a loop 4 chs high, YO and pull through 2
loops on hook, YO and pull through last 2 loops on hook
Color Changing: To achieve the same color changes, alternate
colors every two rounds after beginning chain. Round 5 you will
change color in forth slip stitch in beginning of round.

Child: Ch 84 with I hook, join without twisting
Adult: Ch 126 with I hook, join without twisting
Pattern Instructions
Round 1: Ch 1, sc in same and next 2, skip 5, 11 L.dc in next ch,
skip 5, *sc next 3 chs, skip 5, 11 L.dc in next ch, skip 5,
repeat * around, join - 84, 126 sts
Round 2: Slst in next, ch 1, sc in same, skip 1, fpdc around next
L.dc, (dc next L.dc, fpdc next L.dc) repeat 4 more times, skip
1, *sc next, skip 1, fpdc around next L.dc, (dc next L.dc, fpdc
next L.dc) repeat 4 more times, skip 1, repeat * around, join 72, 108 sts
Round 3: Ch 4 (does not count as stitch), 11 L.dc in same, skip 4,
sc next 3, skip 4, *11 L.dc in next, skip 4, sc next 3, skip 4,
repeat * around, join - 84, 126 sts
Round 4: Ch 2, fpdc in same, (dc next L.dc, fpdc next L.dc) repeat
4 more times, skip 1, sc next, skip 1, *fpdc in next L.dc, (dc
next L.dc, fpdc next L.dc) repeat 4 more times, skip 1, sc
next, skip 1, repeat * around, join - 72, 108 sts
Round 5: Slst in next 4, ch 1, sc in same and next 2, skip 4, 11
L.dc in next, skip 4, *sc next 3, skip 4, 11 L.dc in next, skip
4, repeat * around, join - 84, 126 sts
Repeat Round 2-5 until piece measure 8" for child, 11" for adult
in height, ending on round 3 or 5. With G hook, work next
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round. Finish off and weave in ends. Add fringe evenly around
beginning chain as desired.
Photo Tutorial Section

Yarn Over

Insert hook into stitch
or chain indicated

Pull up a loop roughly 4
chains high
~ 3 loops on hook

Yarn Over and pull
through 2 loops on hook

Yarn Over and pull
through last 2 loops on
hook

When working a Fpdc,
insert hook around long
post of stitch working
front to back
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